About us
Staffbase helps large organizations provide
a best-in-class employee experience to their
diverse, disconnected and distributed workforce.

Yes! Effective internal
communication creates real
business results.
It’s time to bridge the gap. Your people are your
company’s most valuable asset, but they can
only contribute the full measure of their talents
and skills when they are informed and engaged.
Traditional channels are missing the mark.
Today’s communication is digital and “digital”
means mobile-first. Invest in a platform that
prioritizes your people and purpose. Revitalize
company culture with communication that hits
home. Brand your employee experience. Boost
engagement by enabling bottom-up communication.
Make a tangible difference with your employee
communications platform.

Staffbase provides branded
solutions for more than 1000
leading companies worldwide
who are transforming their
employee experience

Staffbase solutions are ideal for
large enterprise businesses with
500 to 500,000 employees

There are currently more than
2 Million users of Staffbase
solutions reached

How Staffbase Works for You
Internal Comms

Start the conversation
that puts internal
communications at the
center of your employee
experience.

IT

Spend less time
managing multiple
tools and more time
on strategic work, by
choosing a secure, and
scalable partner.

Business Leaders

Lead innovatively,
increase transparency,
and achieve positive
business results
by prioritizing
communications.

Human Resources

Streamline onboarding
and other vital processes.
Digitalize policies and
guidelines to meet
employees’ changing
needs.

Choose what’s best for your business and level up with one click
Internal Communications App

Employee App

Employee Experience Intranet

Your digital internal
communications, faster, simpler,
and more accessible. The ideal
addition to or replacement for
your print employee magazine.

Take the internal communications
app to the next level. Give
employees everything they need
to navigate their workplace,
while increasing relevance and
engagement for your content.

The first ever intranet for
everyone. Ideal for companies
who want to offer every employee
a best-in-class experience, simple
and personalized to them.

Six reasons leading enterprises work with Staffbase
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Finally reach the frontline

No training needed

All about branding

No matter if your employees work
in an office, are on the road, or
on the other side of the world,
your employee app is there. With
Staffbase, you can integrate,
engage, and communicate with
all of your employees easily and
quickly, on a unified platform.

Our employee app is developed
and designed with your ac
cessibility and intuitive user
experience in mind. Easily broad
cast and manage content with
our straightforward publishing
system. The analytics dashboard
makes measuring your entire
communications strategy a snap.

You don’t get just an app. You get
your app! Everything from color
and icon selection to your app
name is personalized by you. Drive
engagement and advocacy with
a piece of company culture your
employees always carry with them.
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We think mobile-first

We’ll never leave you hanging

Out-of-the-box integrations

With Staffbase, your employees
always have the information
they need at their fingertips. Our
app runs on all mobile devices,
connecting everyone in your
company. For desktop workers,
we offer flexibility with our web
application featuring the same
great functionality as mobile.

Transforming your internal
communication strategy can be
a long journey. But don’t worry:
From day one to launch, we are by
your side. After a successful roll
out, our customer support stays
on your team, ensuring your app
continues to work best for you.

You don’t have to abandon all your
trusted tools. With Staffbase, you
can integrate the software your
organization relies on like, SAP,
Microsoft 365 and SharePoint. Let
us be the front door to your digital
workplace, with an app that grows
with your business.
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